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Abstract—N -body simulations are essential tools in physical
cosmology to understand the large-scale structure (LSS) forma-
tion of the universe. Large-scale simulations with high resolution
are important for exploring the substructure of universe and
for determining fundamental physical parameters like neutrino
mass. However, traditional particle-mesh (PM) based algorithms
use considerable amounts of memory, which limits the scalability
of simulations. Therefore, we designed a two-level PM algorithm
CUBE towards optimal performance in memory consumption
reduction. By using the fixed-point compression technique, CUBE
reduces the memory consumption per N -body particle to only
6 bytes, an order of magnitude lower than the traditional PM-
based algorithms. We scaled CUBE to 512 nodes (20,480 cores) on
an Intel Cascade Lake based supercomputer with '95% weak-
scaling efficiency. This scaling test was performed in Cosmo-pi – a
cosmological LSS simulation using '4.4 trillion particles, tracing
the evolution of the universe over '13.7 billion years. To our
best knowledge, Cosmo-pi is the largest completed cosmological
N -body simulation. We believe CUBE has a huge potential to
scale on exascale supercomputers for larger simulations.
Index Terms—N -body, particle-mesh method, large-scale sim-
ulation, fixed-point compression, mixed-precision calculation
I. PROBLEM OVERVIEW
In astrophysics, N -body simulations are used to study the
dynamics of globular clusters, galaxy evolutions, galaxy and
intergalactic interactions and cosmology [1]. Cosmological
parameters are measured to the percent or even sub-percent
levels. This precision requires equally accurate numerical
modeling of the large scale structure (LSS) formation and
might lead to cosmological N -body simulations with a very
large N . For example, for studies of dark matter and dark en-
ergy, we need to resolve the structures and assembly histories
of faint galaxies in a cosmological volume matching modern
spectroscopic galaxy surveys. This requires a mass resolution
of N -body particles Mp ∼ 108M and physical scale of the
simulation L ∼ 1000 Mpc/h. Another example is the study of
neutrino mass using cosmological effects. To model small but
nonlinear cosmic neutrino background, we need a large N to
suppress the Poisson noise (e.g., [2]). These problems need a
dynamical range of 4 to 5 orders of magnitude, corresponding
to, at least, 1012 (trillion) particle N -body simulations.
A direct-summation algorithm is unaffordable for a large N
because the computational complexity of such a pairwise force
(PP force) calculation is O(N2). Many algorithms have been
designed to reduce the complexity to O(N logN), such as the
particle-mesh (PM) or tree methods, or even O(N), such as
the fast multipole method. Fortunately, cosmological N -body
simulations rarely require accurate trajectories of individual
particles, but rather just correct statistical distributions. In this
scenario, the PM-based algorithms usually meet the accuracy
requirements and have a potential to simulate with a very large
N .
However, achieving the largest N with the PM-based al-
gorithms is typically bound by memory capacity, instead of
computing capacity. For example, TianNu [2], one of the
world’s largest N -body simulations, used the P3M algorithm
[3] to complete an N ' 3× 1012 cosmological N -body sim-
ulation on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer. The simulation used
all the memory of Tianhe-2, but only 30% of its computing
resource1. The challenge to further increase the scale of N -
body simulations is to reduce its memory consumption.
To tackle this challenge, we designed a two-level PM
(PMPM) algorithm CUBE [4] to obtain the lowest memory
consumption possible. N -body simulations typically require
considerable amounts of memory to store the positions and ve-
locities of N -body particles. These six numbers occupy 24/48
bytes per particle (bpp) if they are stored as single/double
precision floating numbers. By using an information-optimized
algorithm, fixed-point format can be used to store the phase-
space information of particles in memory. This fixed-point
compression can significantly minimize the memory footprint
toward only 6 bpp, thus break the memory capacity bound
for scaling large N -body simulations.
In this work, we implemented the CUBE algorithm in C
and optimized the C code for performance and scalability. We
then scaled the optimized code on the Intel Cascade Lake
based supercomputer pi 2.0, to 512 nodes (20,480 cores) with
1TianNu used only CPUs in Tianhe-2 which contribute to about 30% of
the computing resource. The rest are contributed from the coprocessors (Intel
Knights Corner, KNC) which associate with small, independent memory, and
TianNu did not use.
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'95% weak-scaling efficiency. This cosmological simulation,
Cosmo-pi, evolved '4.4 trillion cold dark matter (CDM) par-
ticles from redshift2 99 to 0 in a cubic comoving volume
L = 3, 200 Mpc/h per side. To our best knowledge, Cosmo-pi
is the largest completed cosmological N -body simulation.
II. APPLICATION SCENARIO
High-performance N -body simulation codes must address
many challenges – maintaining a low memory footprint given
a large N , minimizing the communication across computing
nodes, reducing and accelerating the memory accesses to
large arrays, and efficiently using high-performance libraries
to speed up standard calculations such as FFTs. A series
of cosmological N -body codes, including “Moving-PM” [5],
PMFAST [6], CUBEP3M [3], and CUBE [4], are designed
especially for weak-scaling on supercomputers3. Our scaling
test is based on our continuous development of CUBE, aiming
for optimizations on all the above aspects.
CUBE solves the gravitational force using the PMPM algo-
rithm, with optional extended-PP force modules for increased
accuracy. The traditional PM-based algorithm is suboptimal
in parallel computing as it requires a full resolution parallel
FFT. The PMPM algorithm solves this problem by splitting
the gravitational force FG into a short-range force Fs and
a long-range force Fl, FG = Fs + Fl. The short-range
force Fs has a cutoff, i.e., Fs(r ≥ rcutoff) = 0, and the
gravity beyond the cutoff is fully provided by the long-range
force, Fl(r ≥ rcutoff) = FG(r). When r < rcutoff , both
force components contribute to FG. In particular, for smaller
r, FG is gradually dominated by Fs. The force-matching
optimizations under different criteria are discussed in Ref. [3],
[6].
For either Fs or Fl, the force calculation is a convolution
in real space, equivalent to multiplying the density field with
component-wise force kernels in Fourier space,
F˜ is/l(k) = ρ˜(k)K˜
i
s/l(k), (1)
where ρ is the density field obtained by interpolating
particles onto a mesh (mass assignment), K is the force
kernel, a tilde ˜ indicates that the variable is in Fourier
space, and i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to three spatial dimensions.
The PMPM algorithm essentially computes the short-range
(s) and long-range (l) components of Eq.(1) separately. The
two PM algorithms are applied on two meshes with different
resolutions.
For the long-range force, because Fl(r → 0) = 0 it requires
a lower resolution – Fl is usually computed on a 4-times-
coarser mesh (coarse-mesh).
In contrast, for Fs, the short-range PM is computed on
full-resolution fine-meshes. Because Fs(r > rcutoff) = 0, we
2The cosmological redshift z is an indicator of cosmic time in an expanding
universe. The scale factor a of the universe satisfies a ∝ 1/(1 + z).
3They introduced, for example, the 2-level particle-mesh (PMPM) algorithm
[6], optimized on cubic decompositions [3] and fixed-point information
optimization technique [4].
can divide the simulation volume L3 into many cubic sub-
volumes Vtile = (L/Ntile)3, called tiles, and Fs on each Vtile
is computed by a fine-mesh PM on a slightly enlarged volume
VPM−fine = (L/Ntile +2rcutoff)3. So Fs in L3 is done locally
using N3tile local FFTs.
If the PP force is implemented, the gravity between particles
within a preset number of adjacent neighboring fine-cells are
computed explicitly, and the short-range force kernel Kis is
further corrected accordingly.
Thus, only the coarse-mesh FFTs require global MPI com-
munications4. The coarse-mesh PM scales as O(N logN) but
with 1/4 of the full-resolution, so it typically consumes negli-
gible CPU time. This makes the PMPM algorithm excellent for
weak-scaling problems as computing time scales like O(N),
because an increase of the problem size leads to a proportional
increase of N3tile when Vtile is fixed. It also dramatically
reduces memory footprint requirements as the coarse grid has
43 = 64 times fewer cells.
Computationally, the global simulation volume is first bro-
ken down into small cubical sub-volumes, each of which
is assigned to one MPI process. A second level of cubical
decomposition occurs inside each process, where the node sub-
volumes are broken into a number of local volumes called
tiles as mentioned above. Inside an MPI process, the tiles
are calculated in turn, and using OpenMP parallelizes the
calculations within the tile.
III. SOLUTION
A. Fixed-point Compression
The PMPM algorithm is intrinsically memory efficient, and
the memory consumption is thus dominated by the phase-space
coordinates of particles. CUBE is information-optimized and
further reduce this memory footprint by using fix-point formats
instead of floating formats.
This format is based on the structure of the coarse-mesh. For
the i-th dimension, instead of using a 4/8-byte floating number
storing each particle’s global coordinate, xi ∈ [0, L), we store
its relative position w.r.t. its parent-cell in the coarse-mesh. In
particular, if L is divided by Nc coarse-cells per dimension,
we further divide each coarse-cell into 256 bins, and for a
particle in the nic-th cell, its coordinate in the i-th dimension
can be expressed by
xi = xic+∆x
i = (nic−1)L/Nc+(mi+1/2)L/(256Nc) (2)
where xic is the left boundary of the cell, and ∆x
i is the
relative position. mi ∈ {0, 1, ..., 255} can be stored as an 1-
byte integer. To have the correct nic, particles’ m
i must be
stored in memory in a cell-ordered way. A complementary
number count of particle numbers in this mesh (density field)
will give complete information on the particle distribution in
the mesh.
4Besides computing the gravitational force, MPI communications are also
used to send/receive particles and to synchronize density/velocity fields.
The particle velocities in each dimension vi is decomposed
as
vi = vic + ∆v
i = vic(n
i
c) + f(u
i, z, L/Nc) (3)
where vic = 〈vi〉 is the velocity field averaged on the nc-
th cell, and ∆vi is each particle’s relative velocity w.r.t. vic.
Similarly, ui can be stored as an 1-byte integer, and maps to
∆vi by a nonlinear function f(ui, z, L/Nc). The nonlinearity
is due to the fact that the probability distribution of ∆vi is not
uniform but is approximated by a Gaussian distribution with its
variance σ2∆ linearly predictable as a function of redshift z and
smoothing scale L/Nc. In practice, f being the form similar to
the inverse error function (the cumulative distribution function
of Gaussian) minimizes the error in the velocity conversion,
because it better solves the dominant slower moving particles.
σ2∆ becomes nonlinear at lower redshifts, and can be directly
measured from simulations.
For each particle, mi, ui (i = 1, 2, 3) are stored by six
1-byte integers. nic and v
i
c information are provided by the
density and velocity fields on the coarse-mesh. Usually each
coarse-cell contains large number (64 in Cosmo-pi) particles
so the auxiliary density and velocity fields consumes negli-
gible additional memory [4]. mi and ui can either or both
stored as 2-byte integers, corresponding to a more accurate
position/velocity storage. More detailed discussions and results
are in Ref. [4].
B. Optimizations
1) Precompute Expensive Functions: The fixed-point com-
pression dramatically lowers the required memory footprint
of N -body simulations; however, the data compression and
decompression introduce extra computing costs. The profiling
results showed 21% of total elapsed time is spent on them. For
example, calculating Eq.(3) is very time-consuming due to the
expensive math functions in f . To implement them efficiently,
we precomputed their value and stored them into arrays. As the
number of compression fixed-point representation is limited,
256 for 1-byte integer, the time and memory cost of the
precomputing are negligible.
2) Approximate Expensive Functions: As the fixed-point
compression casts a float (32 bits) to just an 1- or 2-byte
integer, the high accuracy of some expensive math functions
is redundant. Therefore, we use approximate functions to
replace them without losing the accuracy of final scientific
results. For example, to accelerate the expensive arctan(x)
function (which is used in Ref. [4] to approximate velocity
compression function ), we modified approximate function
[7] and expanded its domain (Eq. 4). This fast approximate
function has a maximum absolute error of 0.0038 radians,
which has no effects on the accuracy of final results.
arctan(x) ≈

pi
4
x+ 0.273x(1− |x|), |x| 6 1
pi
2
− pi
4x
− 0.273
x
(1− | 1
x
|), x > 1
−pi
2
− pi
4x
− 0.273
x
(1− | 1
x
|), x < −1
(4)
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Fig. 1: Using Intel AVX512 VNNI instructions to calculate
the PP force kernel in mixed-precision. Putting 16 relative
vectors of x-y-z axes delta and filling with zero in the SRC1
and SRC2, then getting the 16 pairs of particles with the
VPDPBUSD and VSQRTPS instructions.
3) Compute PP Force Kernel in Mixed-precision: The PP
force kernel requires calculating Euclidean distances between
each pair of particles within a certain range. As the particles
positions are compressed in integers, we cannot use traditional
AVX512 vectorization instructions. Therefore, we adopt the
new AVX512 VNNI (Vector Neural Network Instructions)
extension [8] (shipped with Intel Cascade Lake processors and
after) to compute the compression position for gravity calcu-
lation in mixed-precision. As shown in Fig. 1, the AVX512
VNNI VPDPBUSD instruction multiplies the individual bytes
(8-bit) of the first source operand by the corresponding bytes
(8-bit) of the second source operand, producing intermediate
word (16-bit) results which are summed and accumulated in
the double word (32-bit) of the destination operand. Theoreti-
cally, using the VPDPBUSD instruction can increase 3 times of
operations throughput and use 3 times less memory footprint
than scalar instructions.
4) Distribute MPI Processes: The buffer communication
requires the positions and velocities of particles to be trans-
ferred between adjacent grids. To reduce the overhead of
buffer communications, as illustrated in Fig. 2, we use the 3D
MPI rank distribution to ensure the processes with adjacent
simulation volumes are nearby in the physical domain.
1D MPI Rank Distribution
. . .
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
3D MPI Rank Distribution
Node
Node
Fig. 2: The visual presentation of 1D and 3D MPI Rank
Distributions. Each cube represents the physical region for one
process. Processes in the same node have the same color.
IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
1) Hardware & Software: We evaluated all scaling tests
on supercomputer pi 2.0, which has 650 computing nodes
with 2PFlops peak performance. Each node has two Intel
Cascade Lake 6248 processors (20 cores for each socket) and
192GB DDR4 memory. All nodes are interconnected with Intel
100Gbps Omni-Path Architecture (OPA).
We compiled CUBE with Intel C/C++ Compiler 18.0.5. The
FFT and MPI are supported by Intel MKL 2018 (Update 4)
and Intel MPI 2018 (Update 4), respectively.
2) Simulation Parameters: We use 4,096 MPI processes
on 512 nodes (∼ 80% of the full system of pi 2.0) to evolve
163843(≈ 4.39 × 1012) cold dark matter particles in a (3.2
Gpc/h)3 cosmological volume. We use the Zel’dovich Ap-
proximation [9] to determine the initial positions and velocities
of particles at redshift z = 99 and then use CUBE to evolve
the particles to z = 0. The simulation models a ΛCDM
universe with Hubble parameter H0 = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1 =
72 km s−1 Mpc−1, CDM density Ωch2 = 0.214 × 0.722 =
0.1109, baryon density Ωbh2 = 0.044 × 0.722 = 0.0228 and
initial conditions characterized by σ8 = 0.80 and ns = 0.96.
For fixed-point compression, we use the 1-byte fixed-point
format to store the particle phase space.
The PM-PM force calculation is computed using a coarse
mesh composed of 2563 cells per process (40963 in total).
Each process volume is decomposed into 8 tiles resolved by
512+2×6 = 524 (512 for physical volume and 2×6 for buffer
region) fine cells per dimension. This geometry is equivalent
to a regular PM calculation with a 163843 fine cell mesh (or
10243 fine cells per process), but utilizing 8 times less memory
footprint and substantially faster due to the decreased size of
the global FFT.
B. Performance Metrics
We choose bytes per particle (bpp) and wall clock time
as the two performance metrics for the scaling tests. We use
the first metric to measure the memory consumption for each
MPI process or each node by using /proc/self/statm
and MPI_Allreduce; we use the second one to measure
code speeds by using MPI_Wtime.
C. Performance Results
1) Memory Consumption: Tab. I lists the memory con-
sumption for one MPI process of CUBE, which includes
three parts: Particle, Coarse mesh, and Fine mesh.
Particle includes three components: Physical region
and Image buffer are used to store the particle phase
space in the physical domain and buffered region whereas
Tile buffer is the temporary buffer for each tile. Coarse
mesh and Fine mesh are the arrays associated with the
coarse mesh and fine mesh, respectively. In CUBE, each
MPI process requires 13.75GB memory to simulate 10243(=
1.074 × 109) particles. The bpp of CUBE is thus 13.75 ×
109/(1.074× 109) = 12.8.
TABLE I: Memory consumption for one MPI process to
simulate 10243 particles.
Parts
Memory Consumption
/GB /bpp Percentage
Particles
Physical region 7.3 6 53%
Image buffer 1.55 2.24 11.36%
Tile buffer 1.11 1.03 8.04%
Coarse mesh 2.38 2.21 17.30%
Fine mesh 1.32 1.22 9.56%
Total 13.75 12.8 100.00%
Due to using fixed-point compression, CUBE has signif-
icantly smaller bpp than any other cosmological N -body
simulation codes. For example, TianNu [2] simulates 2.97
trillion particles on Tianhe-2. Each Tianhe-2 node holds an
average of 5763 neutrino particles and 2883 CDM particles,
and uses 40GB memory. Its bpp is thus (5763 + 2883)/(40×
109) = 186, which is 14.5 times larger than CUBE’s bpp.
2) Scalability: To study the weak-scaling of CUBE, we
allow each process to evolve a 200 Mpch−1 volume using
10243 fine cells and gradually scale from 40 cores to 20,480
cores. Fig. 3(a) shows CUBE’s weak-scaling result both with
and without the PP force (PM-PM-PP and PM-PM in the
legend). We see an almost perfect linear speed achieving 95%
parallel efficiency in both cases. For comparison, the TianNu
simulation had 72% weak-scaling efficiency [10]; although we
note that this scaling test was done at redshift z = 5 where
nonlinear structure substantially increases iterations of the PP
force kernel.
While often less relevant for cosmological applications,
we also report CBUE’s strong-scaling result. We evolved a
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Fig. 3: Weak-scaling (a) and strong-scaling (b) from 40 to
20,480 cores. We show the parallel efficiency against core
count for PM-PM-PP and PM-PM along with the ideal ef-
ficiency.
fixed global simulation volume of 200 Mpch−1 with 10243
fine cells, but slowly increased the number of cores and
distributed corresponding fine cells per process. Fig. 3(b)
shows the strong-scaling where we can see around 81.5% and
84.2% parallel efficiency at 20,480 cores, respectively. The
degradation in performance with increasing cores comes from
two aspects: the decrease in computation to communication
time, and the increase in the ratio of the buffer region to
physical volume.
D. Validation
We validate the correctness of the Cosmo-pi simulation
visually and statistically. Fig. 4 illustrates the LSS distribution
of CDM in a thin slice of the simulation volume. The N -body
particles in Cosmo-pi at the final checkpoint z = 0 are inter-
polated onto regular grids by the cloud-in-cell (CIC) method.
The resulting 3D density field ρ is then partly projected onto
the plane of Fig. 4 where dark/light colors show high/low
column densities. The size of the figure corresponds to the
box size L = 3200 Mpc/h of the simulation, and the thickness
of the slice is chosen to clearly visualize the structure of the
cosmic web – nodes, filaments, and voids of certain scales.
The hierarchically zoomed-in panels show more detailed CDM
structures on smaller scales and the most zoomed-in panel
shows the projected N -body particles’ distribution directly.
A useful statistics of LSS is the power spectrum, cor-
responding to the Fourier transform of the two-point cor-
relation function. From the CDM density field ρ we de-
fine the dimensionless density contrast δ ≡ ρ/ρ¯ − 1, from
which the power spectrum P (k) is given by 〈δ†(k)δ(k′)〉 =
(2pi)3P (k)δ3D(k − k′), where k is the Fourier wave vector
with k = |k| and δ3D is the 3D Dirac delta function. We
usually plot the dimensionless power spectrum ∆2(k), defined
by ∆2(k) ≡ k3P (k)/(2pi2). Cosmo-pi store checkpoints at
various of redshifts and in Fig. 5 we plot their dimensionless
power spectra compared with their linear and nonlinear pre-
dictions. Note that at high redshifts (e.g., the initial condition
of Cosmo-pi, z = 99), the LSS statistics are well described
by linear theory; while at low redshifts, the linear/nonlinear
power spectra5 mismatch and we see ∆2(k) follows the
nonlinear predictions. The power spectrum suppression at
high wavenumber corresponds to the limited sub-grid force
resolution, which can be improved by using the extended PP
force. The result here is consistent with Ref. [4].
V. RELATED APPROACHES
The gravitational N -body simulation is a critical tool for
understanding modern cosmology that relies on supercomput-
ing. The past ten years has seen the rise of trillion parti-
cle simulations starting with the Gordon-Bell Prize winning
simulation [13] and a finalist [14]. Tab. II compares the
5According to LSS formation theories, at first order, linear approximations
where |δ|  1, Fourier modes evolve independently and P (k) is scaled
by a growth factor D(a), independent of k. At lower redshifts, nonlinearities
cannot be neglected and we use various nonlinear predictions (e.g., [11], [12])
for the power spectrum. The exact LSS evolution can only be accurately
modeled by N -body simulations.
400 Mpc h
30 Mpc h
5 Mpc h -1
-1
-1
Fig. 4: Two-dimensional visualization of the CDM struc-
tures in Cosmo-pi at redshift z = 0. A slice of volume
3200 × 3200 × 20 (Mpch−1)3 is shown, while sub-panels
show zoomed-in structures. The high/low column densities
are rendered by black/white, while the most zoomed-in panel
shows the direct projection of CDM N -body particles.
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Fig. 5: Statistical validation of Cosmo-pi. We show the
dimensionless power spectra ∆2(k) at redshifts z =
0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 3, 99 as well as their linear and nonlinear predic-
tions. The range of k is chosen to show the transition between
linear and nonlinear scales.
large-scale cosmological N -body simulations in recent years.
There are now several different codes that have been used
to exceed the trillion particle mark, which differ primarily in
their implementation of the gravitational force computation.
Our work evolved 4.39 trillion particles and thus, to our best
knowledge, is the largest cosmological N -body simulation.
TABLE II: Comparison of the large-scale cosmological N -body simulations on supercomputers. For each simulation, we
summarize the computational scale in CPU cores (c) or GPU cards (g), the problem scale in the particles number (Np),
redshift range (zi,zf ), box size (L), method used to compute the force, and force resolution (). To the best of our knowledge,
this work is the largest cosmological N -body simulation (4.39 trillion particles).
Simulations Years Codes Supercomputers Scale Np(×1012) zi, zf L (Gpc/h) Force  (kpc/h)
Dark Sky [15] 2014 2HOT Titan 12,288g 1 1.074 93, 0 8 Tree 36.8
ν2GC [16] 2015 GreeM3 K Computer 131,072c 0.55 127, 0 1.12 TreePM 4.27
Q Continuum [17] 2015 HACC Titan 16,384g 1 0.55 200, 0 0.923 P3M 2
TianNu [2] 2017 CUBEP3M Tianhe-2 331,776c 2.97 5, 0 1.2 PM-PM-PP 13
Euclid Flagship [18] 2017 PKDGRAV3 Piz Daint >4,000g 1 2.0 49, 0 3 FMM 4.8
Outer Rim [19] 2019 HACC MIRA 524,288c 1.074 200, 0 3 TreePM 2.84
Cosmo-pi (This work) 2019 CUBE pi 2.0 20,480c 4.39 99, 0 3.2 PM-PM 195
1. These three simulations were carried out using NVIDIA Tesla K20X.
VI. IMPACT OF THE SOLUTION
We summarize the impact of the Cosmo-pi simulation in three
aspects. First, Cosmo-pi is, to the best of our knowledge, the
largest completed cosmological N -body simulation, evolving
4.39 trillion particles from redshift 99 to 0. Simulations such as
Cosmo-pi, as well as higher resolution ones using the PP force,
will allow for improved LSS statistics and better understanding
of halo assembly and substructure.
Second, we believe CUBE has a huge potential for large-
scale cosmological simulations. Cosmo-pi was able to evolve
4.39 trillion particles using just 20,480 cores, a substantial
improvement in N enabled by CUBE’s memory consumption
optimization. In the next few years, exascale supercomputers
will be available which will allow for simulations using more
than ten million cores, increasing the problem scale by at least
three orders of magnitude. This will have a profound impact
on studies of LSS and other astronomical simulations.
Finally, we show fixed-point compression and mixed-
precision calculation can be extremely valuable tools for
scientific applications. We expect traditional HPC applications
will benefit more from emerging AI computing technologies.
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